PURCHASING MANAGER
Tour Components Buyer
SUMMARY: Responsible for all supplier negotiations concentrating on large revenue suppliers in particular.
They negotiate rates in a positive persuasive manner with the goal of meeting Cost of Sale goals. Seek 3
alternate suppliers for every current supplier and complete alternate supplier negotiation process. Accuracy of
supplier pricing and analysis of received bids is an important part of the process in driving successful
negotiations. They are responsible for to meet all deadlines listed in the Product Planning Calendar.
POSITION DUTIES/RESPONSIBILITIES:
1. Costing Controls and Review: Develop and maintain cost assurance procedures, Contract Guidelines and
reporting mechanisms to ensure accuracy, consistency and integrity of all products costing.
2.

Work closely with product Manager to ensure all details of tour programs are captured in bids along with
getting a better understanding of each tour program.

3. Negotiate all supplier contracts in collaboration with Assistant Purchasing managers for respective region to
meet Cost of Sale Goals.
4. Maintain, in collaboration with Product Mangers, superior supplier relations throughout negotiations,
routine activities, supplier visitations and industry events.
5. Works closely with Product Managers to ensure supplier selection is aligned with Product Operations.
Facilitates and drives the analytical support for negotiations.
6. Successfully Participate in the Contract and Bids process along with chasing and tracking for all TOP ( large
revenue)Suppliers – Hotel (incl. pre/post), Transportation and Destination Management Companies within
assigned region.
7. Successful participate in following the Product Planning calendar and meet all deadline
KNOWLEDGE/SKILL REQUIREMENTS:
 Bachelors Degree in a business discipline and/or equivalent applicable experience
 Successful project operations experience in the travel/hospitality industries.
 Ability to travel
 Financial and/or accounting experience in a multi-product line
 Demonstrated advanced skills in Microsoft Excel
 PC literacy in a Windows based-environment
 Working knowledge of AS400 operating platform
 Excellent oral and written communications skills

